


ASi-5 is cutting-edge communication technology. It is based on orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing (OFDM), a method of digital signal modulation which 
employs several carriers for digital data transmission. Each connected device uses 
its own redundantly designed frequency channels, transport channels, to commu-
nicate with the master. Since ASi-5 can combine several transport channels for a 
single device, it transmits more data per device and system cycle.

For the very beginning on AS-Interface technology stood out due to its high profit-
ability, its unique simplicity concerning installation and maintenance, and its high 
reliability. The impressive number of 40 million installed field devices shows that 
AS-Interface is the foundation of automation. And the success will continue.

The new specification ASi-5 now offers capabilities that make it possible for  
AS-Interface to also be recommended for complex, intelligent machines and  
plants: connecting simple sensors and actuators, linking devices that are widely 
distributed, and as a data shuttle for process and diagnostics data.

Through your ideas the digital plant becomes reality. 
Easily. With AS-Interface! 

ASi-5

A NEW TECHNOLOGY.

A NEW SPECIFICATION.

EVEN MORE 

POSSIBILITIES.



Automation needs information. The more information is available and transmittable 
in a plant, the more precisely system components and procedures can be controlled, 
and the more different functions can be performed and linked. Sufficient data width 
on all levels of automation is an absolute requirement for modern, highly productive 
plants and machines.

ASi-5 was especially designed to target these demands. Now devices with high 
data volumes and large parameter sets can easily and economically be integrat-
ed, in the typical ASi fashion: analytics devices, drives, shaft encoders and position 
indicators, identification systems, control valves, anything requiring and producing 
large amounts of data. Solutions for advanced applications are now within reach. 
And, typically for ASi, including the required safety communications. Safe dynamic 
movements, safe process data, safe range identification – reliable and on the same 
network through ASi.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> 16 bit per user per cycle
> Fast bi-directional analog value transmission
> Parallel parameter channel
> Channel-specific diagnostics
> Combined transmission of safety and standard data per user
> Maximum usage data image/process data image with 3,072 bytes per system
> Flexible process data up to 32 bytes per device per system.

A broader data width is great. Being able 
to transmit more information even faster 
is better yet. That is exactly what ASi-5 
does. The new technology offers four 
times faster cycle times. Tool machines, 
packaging plants, robotics… wherever 
speed is a main factor, ASi is right there. 
With faster control systems and higher 
production speeds. And with an even 
higher accuracy.

Through ASi-5, parametrizing devices is 
now faster as well, enabling shorter set-
up times and an even more increased 
productivity.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> 1.2 ms cycle time
> System jitter less than 10 ns
> 96 users in 5 ms
> fast analog value transmission

16 BIT  

DATA WIDTH 1.2 MS 

CYCLE TIME

More data width. Faster cycle times. And 
get this: With ASi-5 even more users on 
a network can communicate and work 
together. Now, 96 slaves can be con-
nected to a master. Larger stand-alone 
applications become an option.
Larger plants with an increased number 
of users per master become more trans-
parent since the number of IP addresses 
decreases. Up to 1,536 binary inputs 
and up to 1,536 binary outputs are now 
mappable per IP address. Important 
for all current users of AS-Interface 
systems: Existing systems can easily be 
enhanced with ASi-5 components since 
it is upwards compatible. A testament to 
investment security.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> Up to 96 users per master
> Fully upgradeable with standard,  
 safety or IO-Link users 

96
USERS



ASi-5 stands for more users on a network, providing more safety in the plant or  
the machine because now each one of the 96 ASi-5 users can employ 16 safe  
bits to communicate bidirectional. Therefore, even complex safety devices can  
be integrated.

ASi-5 Safety can reliably be integrated into safe Ethernet systems. This leads  
to applications with up to safety level SIL3 or safety category PLe according to  
EN ISO 13849, respectively. This has been approved by the TÜV. 

AS-Interface has always put great value on the easy integration of both standard 
and safety. Therefore, all the general advantages of the AS-Interface system remain 
intact: reduced wiring efforts, prevention of wiring mistakes through the ASi profile 
cable, using the same line for safe and non-safe signals.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> 16 safe bits per user
> 96 safe users
> 1,536 safe inputs and 1,536 safe outputs
>  Highest safety level/category up to SIL3 / PLe can be achieved  
 according to EN ISO 13849
> Integration in safe Ethernet systems
> ASi-5 Safety = approved by TÜV

96X16
SAFE IO

IO-Link is a proven world-wide standard for intelligent sensor and actuators.  
AS-Interface communicates perfectly with IO-Link and enables the easy and  
cost-effective installation of IO-Link. With ASi-5!

The concept is simple: ASi-5 provides IO-Link ports that can be connected to the  
network as ASi slaves: connecting the ASi-5 IO-Link port like any regular ASi slave, 
linking IO-Link devises to the ASi-5 IO-Link port, parametrizing, done!

Up to 96 ASi IO-Link ports can be connected to a network, and therefore, IO-Link 
can be integrated with reduced wiring efforts even over large distances. The IO-Link 
device on a short cable is easily connected to the ASi-5 IO-Link port via piercing 
technology, and the yellow cable then provides the necessary distance.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> Up to 96 IO-Link masters on a single network
> IO-Link with 32 bytes per device can be cyclically integrated
> Parametrizing through acyclic services possible 
> IO-Link can be networked over large distances
> IO-Link master ports can easily be connected anywhere on the network  
> ASi-typical installation with drastically reduced efforts, easy and cost-effective:  
 less cables, less connectors, no cable preparations due to piercing technology
> Economical even for just a few IO-Link devices
> Integrated power supply for IO-Link devices class A

INTEGRATION

IO-LINK



ASi-5 

FEATURES
                  A

 NEW SPECIFICATION, A NEW TECHNOLOGY,  

                   
                   

          EVEN MORE POSSIBILITIES



ASi-5 offers amazing features aimed at designing highly productive plants and ma-
chines with ingenious functions. To keep productivity going, a powerful diagnostics 
concept is necessary. Even an hour of machine downtime is too much. 

With sufficient data width a large amount of diagnostics data can be collected. ASi-5 
makes it possible. On the device level, condition monitoring and extended individual 
diagnostics can be performed. Everything is under one roof: diagnostics for standard 
sensors and actuators, for safety devices and for intelligent IO-Link components. The 
operator sees everything at a glance and is therefore able to plan maintenance cycles 
in advance. Spare parts management can be optimized, and downtimes can be mini-
mized, saving time and money. If this isn’t the perfect conclusion…

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> Extensive diagnostics data width
> Diagnostics on the terminal level
> Channel-specific diagnostics
> Additional acyclic communication services
> Predictive maintenance enabled

Saving the best for last… ASi wouldn’t be AS-Interface if it sacrificed its unique  
advantages for the sake of developing new features.

The new technology’s components can be connected as easily as it always has  
been in the AS-Interface system. ASi-5 slaves are effortlessly connected to existing 
or newly laid out ASi profile cables by using the well-known AS-Interface piercing 
technology. Click and Go! This simplicity is the reason for ASi’s world-wide success, 
and it will be continued in the future.

Weathered ASi users can rejoice twofold: Not only did they reap the profits of the 
AS-Interface advantages in the past, they can use the new automation features right 
away. The technology innovation ASi-5 is downward compatible. ASi-5 can easily 
be included into existing networks. Without any doubt. Mixed operation with ASi-3 
and ASi-5 components works without a glitch. And the manufacturer-independent 
interoperability of ASi components continues to be guaranteed. This creates an  
investment security of 100%.

ASi-5 – Features in Detail

> The same effortless connection using piercing technology
> Glitch-free interaction between ASi-3 and ASi-5 on a single network 
> ASi-5 is fully downward compatible: seamless expendability of existing  
 networks for grandfathering and investment security  
> Conservation of all system-typical strengths:
 • Free topology
 • Energy and data on one cable
 • Robust and stable communications
 • Manufacturer-independent interoperability

EXTENDED

DIAGNOSTICS CONNECTIVITY  

TECHNOLOGY. 

HIGHLY COMPATIBLE.



AS-Interface is based on success. World-wide. Every day, more than 40 million 
installed field devices make automation easier, more economical and safer. 
Flexible and manufacturer independent.

The newest innovation of the actuator sensor interface on the lower field level 
opens up a new world: ASi-5. Digitalization, intelligent automation and the Industrial 
Internet of Things: Magic words for modern automation tasks, achievable with ASi-5.

ASi-5 is the most powerful AS-Interface of all times. The faster, broader and more 
communicative technology is the perfect data shuttle for process and diagnostics 
data. Direct connectivity of IO-Link makes it possible to Integrate intelligent actu-
ators and sensors into the network as easily as standard ASi components. Without 
compromises or losses. This is because ASi-5 also offers free topology, minimized 
wiring efforts by using the yellow two-conductor cable with reverse polarity protec-
tion that parallelly leads data and energy, and the easy coexistence of standard and 
safety components on the same network.

Ready for the future. With ASi-5, the perfect foundation for automation.  
All features that lead to your success inside this brochure!

ASi-5

THE NEXT LEVEL  

OF YOUR SUCCESS
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